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About This Content

*Spoilers!*

To the Moon, too! is a short comic following the Platypus (Platplat) & Paper Rabbit as they attempt to reunite with Johnny &
River after they parted at the end of To the Moon.

This is a package with the HD version of the complete comic (in both .PDF & individual JPG files format) for a small fee to
support the production of the comic, which is publicly available for viewing in web-size format @ Freebird Games' website. It

also contains some perks:

Additional bonuses:

$2 Paypal rebate for To the Moon music boxes & comic print purchases at: http://freebirdgames.bigcartel.com/ (See
rebate.txt in DLC folder for instructions.)

Wallpapers featuring Platplat, paper rabbit, Johnny, & River from the full sized comic.

HD audio file for Piano medley of To the Moon and A Bird Story themes.
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(This DLC will be downloaded to To the Moon's Steam folder. To navigate there, right click To the Moon from Steam library
-> Property -> Local Files -> Open Local Folder.)
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Developer:
Freebird Games
Publisher:
Freebird Games
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To the Moon Series
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Pretty simple game, like Bomberman should be. If you have some time and wanna play for a short time with your friends, its a
seriously funny game. you can additional to placing bombs and get the standard Items do little jumps/speedruns and kick bombs.
I personally think Bomb it, at least the first, is better, but for a free to play bomberman it is very enjoyable. Takes a little too
long to stretch its wings with some alternate rules, but the puzzles are logical, stylish, and fun. Would recommend, and would
encourage the devs to add some DLC puzzles that take additional advantage of the later rules. :). This game has scared the crap
out of me many times! Even with only headphones (no VR, no heart beat device) I jump in my seat, get chills, the hair on my
arms stand up and occasionally I shriek like the frightened player I am!. Very beautiful. The Far East gains far more flavour
with this pack. Keep the talent coming.. Utterly spellbinding and totally origional. I cannot say enough good things about it.
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I really like this game. This is a nice RPG and an amazing addition to the series. Would recommend.. Well I'm a fan of
minimalism and my last name starts with VOI, which happen the be the 3 simplest shapes, so I may be subjective when I say
that it's not at all a bad game.. A convoluted spread sheet. This is not really a game at all. I have literally no idea how anyone can
play this and stay awake. I have 13 hours but only because I fell asleep "playing" it after 6.. Nostalgia ended up while I was
playing this game.. Lots of nice looking buildings but most of the doors don't line up with a square.. Space Grunts is like nothing
out there in the world today. Sure it borrows concepts from numerous popular franchises and yes it's another roguelike but in
actually, it isn't. Where other roguelike games on the market today delight in throwing insurmountable challenges at you in
quick succession, inviting your demise to an ever closer outpost on your lifespan, Space Grunts challenges your mind by
building unpredictable challenges as walls in your way. These walls can only be traversed through the application of logic and
forward thinking.

I've got a full written review up on my site (link below) but I'll just say this: As the cold winter moves in, Space Grunts is a
warm hearth at which to seat your backside while engaging your grey matter in a near-endlessly enjoyable adventure.

http://jamesslackgames.com/2016/01/12/space-grunts-review/. Good family fun game! Honestly, it needs DLC.. Very good for
the price. Awesome art, good music and a touching storyline.
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